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Blending the Linux Command Line and Python Environments

Developed by
Ryan Oliver Schenck

ryanschenck@mail.usf.edu

**Disclaimer: I am not in any way affiliated with any of the suggested software, tutorials, or guides that are provided here. I 
am also heavily in favor of using Mac OS X or Ubuntu, I have worked on Windows to do all of this before and I feel it is more 
difficult than on a Linux OS. Lastly, there are many ways to skin a cat, meaning that the solutions presented here may not be the 
best solutions or the computationally least expensive methods, but they are a solution to help you get started.

Introduction:

 Individuals who undertake a learning objective focused on a particular scripting language, op-
erating system, or programming language often focus on one particular environment only to be utterly 
confused once they begin tackling real world problems that requires multiple approaches using multiple 
environments. This is especially true for bioinformaticians that rely on their ability to utilize a plethora of 
formal statistical scripting languages (e.g. R, Matlab, SAS), programming languages (e.g. Python, Java, C++, 
Perl), and database management languages (e.g. SQL). Most of these are tied together utilizing the com-
mand line environment. Furthermore, a bioinformatician plays a crucial support role for other research-
ers as well as performing independent research. As such, when developing scripts that are likely to be 
used by others it’s important to avoid hard coding. Wikipedia defines hard coding as the software devel-
opment practice of embedding what may, perhaps only in retrospect, be considered an input or configura-
tion data directly into the source code of a program or other executable object, or fixed formatting of the 
data, instead of obtaining that data from external sources or generating data or formatting in the program 
itself with the given input. To put it simply, if individuals include hard coding in their scripts the next user 
has to open your script and change the code to function properly in their environment.

The following exercises are meant to teach the very basics of the following:
• The overall practice of utilizing python scripts on small to medium sized datasets on the Command 

Line.
• Ways to avoid hard coding
• Other means of argument parsing

Resources:

 The following are some good resources if you need: additional help with python, bioinformatics 
problem sets, bash cheat sheets for the command line environment, and more.

• Learn python: Codecademy
• Bash cheat sheet
• Good package manager for python versions: Conda
• iPython Notebook (Good for graphics visualization, that is all); possibly enthought
• Bioinformatics practice problems using python with immediate feedback
• Subversion control using Git
• Text Editor: Sublime Text 

Prerequisite Software/Compilers:

http://www.codecademy.com
http://cli.learncodethehardway.org/bash_cheat_sheet.pdf
http://conda.pydata.org/docs/intro.html
http://ipython.org
http://rosalind.info/problems/list-view/
https://git-scm.com
http://www.sublimetext.com
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 The following is broken down between the two commonly used operating systems; however, if 
utilizing Ubuntu use this guide to open the command-line interface.
Notes:
• ‘$’ denotes the command prompt, you will not type this
• # are comments
• ‘‘‘Are comment blocks’’’

• Mac OS X
• Your command line environment is Terminal

• This can be found by following Applications → Utilities → Terminal
• Download a good text editor, my favorite is Sublime Text

• Another good free option is TextWrangler
• Once you have clicked on Terminal and open the command line environment type the following 
command (do not type the ‘$’ sign or anything to the right of it):

  
• Python is installed on macs already. Just make sure it’s version 2.7 or above.

Windows
 Windows does not have a native command line environment.
 Click here and follow the instructions.

Getting Started:
Three main portions:
1. Getting familiar with the Command Line
2. Working with Python scripts in a command line environment
3. Other means of argument parsing

1. Getting familiar with the Command Line
#lets begin by opening up a terminal or cygwin window
#type the command pwd

ryan$ pwd
/Users/ryan

#you are automatically at your home directory (folder)
#pwd is the parent working directory
#any time you want to return to this we use the cd ~ command
#let’s see what’s in our root directory

ryan$ ls
Applications Library   VirtualBox VMs
Desktop  Movies   anaconda
Documents  Music   bioinformatics_software
Downloads  Pictures   perl5
Dropbox  Public   sw_carpentry
GitHub  Sites
Google Drive Untitled.R

https://help.ubuntu.com/community/UsingTheTerminal#Starting_a_Terminal
http://www.davidbaumgold.com/tutorials/set-up-python-windows/
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#this tells us almost everything in our directory
#you can view this in other ways also

ryan$ ls -lh
total 8
drwxr-xr-x+  3 ryan  staff   102B Oct 27 15:13 Applications
drwx------+ 28 ryan  staff   952B Nov 24 10:39 Desktop
drwx------+ 18 ryan  staff   612B Nov 22 12:17 Documents
drwx------+  8 ryan  staff   272B Nov 23 20:47 Downloads
drwx------@ 20 ryan  staff   680B Nov 22 13:27 Dropbox
drwxr-xr-x   7 ryan  staff   238B Oct  5 16:49 GitHub
drwx------@ 17 ryan  staff   578B Nov 22 13:27 Google Drive
drwx------@ 68 ryan  staff   2.3K Oct 10 14:31 Library
drwx------+  5 ryan  staff   170B Mar 24  2015 Movies
drwx------+  6 ryan  staff   204B Oct 28  2014 Music
drwx------+ 14 ryan  staff   476B Oct 13 20:04 Pictures
drwxr-xr-x+  5 ryan  staff   170B Jan 18  2014 Public
drwxr-xr-x+  3 ryan  staff   102B Sep 28  2014 Sites
-rw-r--r--   1 ryan  staff   1.4K May 15  2015 Untitled.R
drwxr-xr-x   2 ryan  staff    68B Sep 17 22:40 VirtualBox VMs
drwxr-xr-x  25 ryan  staff   850B Nov 23 14:19 anaconda
drwxr-xr-x+  9 ryan  staff   306B Nov 22 12:07 bioinformatics_software
drwxr-xr-x+  6 ryan  staff   204B Jun 12  2014 perl5
drwxr-xr-x   8 ryan  staff   272B May  5  2015 sw_carpentry

#go ahead and change directories to one of your folders
#then check where you are
#I have a directory labelled bioinformatics_software by typing bio
#and then the tab button it automatically completes
#you must have a / at the end

ryan$ cd bioinformatics_software/
ryan$ pwd
/Users/ryan/bioinformatics_software

#go back to your root directory

ryan$ cd ~

#use the pwd command and ls command if you want to check your location
#make a directory for us to practice in using mkdir

ryan$ mkdir practice

#type ls to see that your folder is there
#navigate to your folder

ryan$ cd practice/

#within this folder we are going to create and delete a directory
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Let’s grab a fasta file to work with:
• Use your browser of choice to go to http://trace.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/sra.cgi?view=search_

seq_name 
• In the Experiment(s) field put SRX745131
• Click Show Runs
• Select ONLY SRR1633174, make sure that for file format FASTA is selected, select download
• The run that we have selected is a metagenomic illumina run that is part of the human microbiome 

project

ryan$ mkdir temp

ryan$ ls
temp

#delete the temp directory using rm

ryan$ rm temp
rm: temp: is a directory

#you get this error, rm is sufficient for files that aren’t directories
#remove directories using -r option
ryan$ rm -r temp/

#this is a fairly good sized file at half a GB
#we need to move it into the proper directory
#navigate into your download directory, that is whichever directory 
downloads go to

ryan$ cd ~/Downloads/
ryan$ pwd
/Users/ryan/Downloads

#the above simply says change directory to my Downloads directory
#next we need to move our downloaded SRA file to our practice directory
#we will accomplish this using mv command
#mv format is $ mv from to

ryan$ ls
Sublime Text Build 3083.dmg sra_data.fasta
ryan$ mv sra_data.fasta ../practice/

#the ../ means one directory up, in this instance it’s equivalent to ~/
#move to your practice directory

ryan$ cd ~/practice/

#lets take a peak at the first 10 lines of the fasta file
#we will use the head command to accomplish this
#the -10 specifies we want the first 10 lines

http://trace.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/sra.cgi?view=search_seq_name
http://trace.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/sra.cgi?view=search_seq_name
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ryan$ head -10 sra_data.fasta 
>SRR1633174.1.1 D230JACXX:5:1101:02327:02078 length=101
GTATAAGGAGGATTTGAGCTGAAATCTTTACGAAAAATAAAAGACCGGGCACCTAGG
>SRR1633174.1.2 D230JACXX:5:1101:02327:02078 length=101
ATGCGGGACTGGACCCAGGACTCTGGGATCATGACCTGAGCCAAAGGCGTCAGCTGCTT
>SRR1633174.2.1 D230JACXX:5:1101:02996:02109 length=101
CAGCACGAGGTGGCCCGCGACGGTGCGCACGTGACGGGTTCCCGGCGGGACGGGGAC
>SRR1633174.2.2 D230JACXX:5:1101:02996:02109 length=101
GTGCCCGACGGGGTGCGGTACTGGTCCGTCCCCGTCCCGCCGGGCACCCGTCACG
>SRR1633174.3.1 D230JACXX:5:1101:03323:02075 length=101
ATCTAAATCCTTCCCACCAGATATGCAATATAACGTAGTTGTAGATAATACTAAATTCG

#lets see how many reads we have using grep and wc
#grep looks for patterns and wc is word count
# the | is a piping method
#it allows one result of one command to be passed to another command

ryan$ grep ‘>’ sra_data.fasta | wc -l
 3049634

#our file has 3049634 reads

#lets take a look at python in the command line environment
#begin python by simply typing python
#your version may differ slightly, that’s okay.

#go ahead and print a string

ryan$ python
Python 3.1 (r31:73578, Jun 27 2009, 21:49:46) 
[GCC 4.0.1 (Apple Inc. build 5493)] on darwin
Type “help”, “copyright”, “credits” or “license” for more information.
>>> print(“Hello World!”)
Hello World!
>>> exit()

#as you can see this may be useful in some contexts, but not to many
#we want to be able to execute python scripts, sometimes 100’s of lines 
long

2. Working with Python scripts in a command line environment

 Here we are going to begin working on avoiding hard coding and introducing you to running 
python scripts from the command line.

 Let’s start by making a script with a function to read our fasta file. We will create the file from 
the command line and then open it with our text editor of choice. For this portion I’m going to give you a 
function to parse fasta files. 
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#make sure you are in your practice directory

ryan$ pwd
/Users/ryan/practice

#if you are not, navigate there
#We will use a command line text editor vim to create the python file.

ryan$ vim fasta_parser.py

#once you hit enter you will see a screen with a bunch of ~ (tildas)
#type the letter ‘a’ this will allow you to append the file
#simply type ‘#my python script’
#hit ‘esc’ key
#type ‘:wq’
#you should be back at the practice directory

ryan$ ls
fasta_parser.py sra_data.fasta

#by typing ls we see we now have a python script and our fasta file
#lets take a deeper look using ls -lh

ryan$ ls -lh
total 972560
-rw-r--r--  1 ryan  staff    18B Nov 24 13:59 fasta_parser.py
-rw-r--r--@ 1 ryan  staff   475M Nov 24 11:32 sra_data.fasta

#we see many columns, we will focus on the first one
#The first character in this column tells what kind of file this is. 
#The dash represents a normal file; the d represents a directory.
#The remaining characters describe the file
#There are three groups of permissions
#user permissions (first three characters after the first -)
#group permissions (second set of three characters)
#others permissions (third set of three characters)
#right now the permissions are read and write for user
#and read for group and others only

#lets change the permissions for our python script to make it executable

ryan$ chmod u=rwx fasta_parser.py 
ryan$ ls -lh
total 972560
-rwxr--r--  1 ryan  staff    18B Nov 24 13:59 fasta_parser.py
-rw-r--r--@ 1 ryan  staff   475M Nov 24 11:32 sra_data.fasta

#chmod changes the permissions; u means user, rwx is the permissions we 
want
#replace u with g or o to set permissions for group and others
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#we can see that the user permissions for the fasta_parser.py file is rwx

#open your script using your text editor (not via the command line, unless 
#you would like to do it that way using vi, vim, or nano)
#You will open it just like you are used to on your computer

#put the following into your fasta_parser.py script
‘’’Begin portion going into your script’’’
#my python script

def read_fasta(arg):
    name, seq = None, []
    for line in arg:
        line = line.rstrip()
        if line.startswith(‘>’):
            line = line.split(‘>’)
            line = line[1]
            if name: yield(name, ‘’.join(seq))
            name, seq = line, []
        else:
            seq.append(line)
    if name: yield(name,’’.join(seq))

#inside of the open you will put the filename of the fasta file
with open(‘sra_data.fasta’, ‘r’) as myFasta:
 for name, seq in read_fasta(myFasta):
  print(name)

#end my python script
‘’’End portion going into your script’’’

#go ahead and save the fasta_parser.py script

#go to the command line and lets see if we can execute the script
#make sure you are in your practice directory

ryan$ pwd
/Users/ryan/practice

#you will type python (the language of the script) followed by the script 
name

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py

#Hit enter to run the script
#The terminal/cosole should be flooded with names from the fasta file
#The script you wrote is looping through the fasta file and printing the
#name of each sequence to the terminal/console
#This will be A LOT of information going by on your console. That’s okay.
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‘’’You will notice that in our code we simply put ‘sra_data.fasta’ in the 
open command. This tells python that our file ‘sra_data.fasta’is located 
in the directory that we are excecuting our script in (i.e. /Users/ryan/
practice). This is the same as typing in our full path plus the file name. 
Let’s try that.’’’

#if you forgot your path to your working directory use the pwd command

#your block of code should now have the following, with your path put in 
#behind the ‘sra_data.fasta’ file

with open(‘/Users/ryan/practice/sra_data.fasta’, ‘r’) as myFasta:
 for name, seq in read_fasta(myFasta):
  print(name)

#this method is about as hard coded as it gets. This is your absolute path 
to the ‘sra_data.fasta’. Let’s execute this and see what happens.

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py

#lets avoid the hard coding that we have in our script
#Here we are going to begin utilizing the sys python package
#sys is a part of the standard python package

#Block out this chunk of code using three parenthesis
#Like so...

‘’’
with open(‘/Users/ryan/practice/sra_data.fasta/sra_data.fasta’, ‘r’) as 
myFasta:
 for name, seq in read_fasta(myFasta):
  print(name)
‘’’

‘’’Put import sys into your script, proper formatting is to put the import 
at the top of your script.
The sys.argv takes the arguments on the command line into a list to be 
accessed in your python script.
Lets take a look at how it works by adding the following’’’

‘’’Code snippet you will add’’’

import sys

myArgs = sys.argv

print(myArgs)

‘’’End code snippet you will add’’’
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#save and execute on the command line

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py 
[‘fasta_parser.py’]

‘’’When you print myArgs you are printing a list of the command line 
arguments. Right now the length of the list is 1, the only item in our 
list is the python script itself.’’’

#Lets add some other arguments on the command line

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py oneArg twoArg threeArg
[‘fasta_parser.py’, ‘oneArg’, ‘twoArg’, ‘threeArg’]

‘’’Now we have a list of length 4, our script is at index 0. Now we have 
to parse the list if we are going to use them in our script.’’’

#let’s start working with the individual arguments
#You access the command line arguments just like you would any other list.

‘’’We currently have the following in our script. Let’s change it so we 
access only one argument.’’’

import sys

myArgs = sys.argv[1]

print(myArgs)

#Let’s run the above using the updated script

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py oneArg twoArg threeArg
oneArg

#You should get only one of the arguments. The argument at index 1; index 
#0 will always be your script.

‘’’Now lets go ahead and pass our fasta file as a command line argument.’’’
‘’’
1. Remove the block comment that you put in
‘’’
with open(‘/Users/ryan/practice/sra_data.fasta’, ‘r’) as myFasta:
 for name, seq in read_fasta(myFasta):
  print(name)

‘’’Now this still has our hard coded path in it, before we change this we 
need to change a little bit at the top.’’’
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‘’’Delete the following’’’
print(myArgs)

‘’’Change your myArgs to the following’’’
fasta_file = sys.argv[1]

‘’’Now we are going to be passing the fasta_file object to our read_fasta 
function’’’

‘’’Change your hard coded path to the following’’’

with open(fasta_file, ‘r’) as myFasta:
    for name, seq in read_fasta(myFasta):
        print(name)

‘’’Your entire python script should look like this’’’
#my python script

import sys

fasta_file = sys.argv[1]

def read_fasta(arg):
    name, seq = None, []
    for line in arg:
        line = line.rstrip()
        if line.startswith(‘>’):
            line = line.split(‘>’)
            line = line[1]
            if name: yield(name, ‘’.join(seq))
            name, seq = line, []
        else:
            seq.append(line)
    if name: yield(name,’’.join(seq))

with open(fasta_file, ‘r’) as myFasta:
    for name, seq in read_fasta(myFasta):
        print(name)

‘’’End python script’’’

‘’’Go ahead and check your path. Make sure that you are inside the 
directory containing your script and your fasta file (you should be unless 
you navigated away from it).’’’

ryan$ pwd
/Users/ryan/practice
ryan$ ls
fasta_parser.py sra_data.fasta
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‘’’Now let’s run our script’’’

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py sra_data.fasta 

’’’That should have worked perfectly for you. Now rarely will you be 
printing out a whole list of names for a fasta file, but for our practice 
it will be okay’’’

‘‘‘Let’s go ahead and see if we can run it from somewhere else. Back out 
of your practice directory.’’’

ryan$ cd ..
#remember that your practice directory is now in your current directory. 
#Use ‘ls’ if you want to check this.

ryan$ python practice/fasta_parser.py practice/sra_data.fasta

#You would not be able to do this if you had hard coded ‘sra_data.fasta’ 
into your script

‘’’Lets say that you have a fasta file in some remote location. You could 
use your script on it from anywhere you want.’’’

#The following commands move the file to a new destination
#you can also use ‘cp’ if you want to copy it to a new location

ryan$ mv sra_data.fasta ~/Desktop/Website\ Information/Personal/

#now I’m going to run my script on the fasta that’s now far from where the 
script is. I’m currently in my practice/ directory

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py ../Desktop/Website\ Information/Personal/sra_
data.fasta

‘’’The benefit of scripting in this way is invaluable. You can now send 
your fasta_parser.py script to anyone and they will be able to use it 
without ever opening the script itself to change anything. It’s as simple 
as passing the file name to the command line.’’’

3. Formal argument parsing

 There are many instances when developing a tool, pipeline, or program where you may want 
something more complicated than just a simple list to parse your arguments. An example would be when 
you are developing a pipeline for researchers and you have many optional tasks that your script could 
run, but those using your sript may want to run only a portion of them.

 Many tools that you might be familiar with that are on the command line (e.g. BLASTX, VEP, Trinity, 
Velvet, TopHat, Bowtie2, etc.) have several options that tell the script what you want it to do and not do 
with your data.
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 I have used this in many of my python scripts. It can help me remember exactly what 
my script does when I come back to it after some time and remind me of what it can and 
cannot do. This, of course, depends on how good meticulous you are when scripting in 
the first place. My head is all over the place so I find meticulous note taking necessary. For 
this exercise we will be modifying the script that we already have. The package we will be 
utilizing is called argparse.

The following is an example of one such tool from the command line. This shows you all of the optional 
arguments that you could use for blast as well as notes and usage for the optional arguments.

ryan$ blastx -help
USAGE
  blastx [-h] [-help] [-import_search_strategy filename]
    [-export_search_strategy filename] [-task task_name] [-db database_
name]
    [-dbsize num_letters] [-gilist filename] [-seqidlist filename]
    [-negative_gilist filename] [-entrez_query entrez_query]
    [-db_soft_mask filtering_algorithm] [-db_hard_mask filtering_algorithm]
    [-subject subject_input_file] [-subject_loc range] [-query input_file]
    [-out output_file] [-evalue evalue] [-word_size int_value]
    [-gapopen open_penalty] [-gapextend extend_penalty]
    [-qcov_hsp_perc float_value] [-xdrop_ungap float_value]
    [-xdrop_gap float_value] [-xdrop_gap_final float_value]
    [-searchsp int_value] [-max_hsps int_value] [-sum_stats bool_value]
    [-max_intron_length length] [-seg SEG_options]
    [-soft_masking soft_masking] [-matrix matrix_name]
    [-threshold float_value] [-culling_limit int_value]
    [-best_hit_overhang float_value] [-best_hit_score_edge float_value]
    [-window_size int_value] [-ungapped] [-lcase_masking] [-query_loc 
range]
    [-strand strand] [-parse_deflines] [-query_gencode int_value]
    [-outfmt format] [-show_gis] [-num_descriptions int_value]
    [-num_alignments int_value] [-line_length line_length] [-html]
    [-max_target_seqs num_sequences] [-num_threads int_value] [-remote]
    [-comp_based_stats compo] [-use_sw_tback] [-version]

DESCRIPTION
   Translated Query-Protein Subject BLAST 2.2.30+

OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS
 -h
   Print USAGE and DESCRIPTION;  ignore all other parameters
 -help
   Print USAGE, DESCRIPTION and ARGUMENTS; ignore all other parameters
 -version
   Print version number;  ignore other arguments

#There is more, but you get the idea
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‘’’Your fasta_parser.py script should still look like the following’’’
#my python script

import sys

fasta_file = sys.argv[1]

def read_fasta(arg):
    name, seq = None, []
    for line in arg:
        line = line.rstrip()
        if line.startswith(‘>’):
            line = line.split(‘>’)
            line = line[1]
            if name: yield(name, ‘’.join(seq))
            name, seq = line, []
        else:
            seq.append(line)
    if name: yield(name,’’.join(seq))

#inside of the open you will put the filename of the fasta file
with open(fasta_file, ‘r’) as myFasta:
 for name, seq in read_fasta(myFasta):
  print(name)

‘’’End current python script’’’

#Lets comment block out the portion of our script responsible for printing
#The sequence names to the screen

‘’’
#inside of the open you will put the filename of the fasta file
with open(fasta_file, ‘r’) as myFasta:
 for name, seq in read_fasta(myFasta):
  print(name)
‘’’

#Now delete this portion, otherwise you will get an IndexError:
fasta_file = sys.argv[1]

‘’’Now we need to import our package. Let’s add that underneath import 
sys’’’

import sys
import argparse

#Lets run that to make sure you have argparse available.
#If all went well nothing should print.
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#Now lets make a few functions to be able to have some options

‘’’Add the following functions into your fasta_parser.py script underneath 
your ‘read_fasta’ function’’’

#extracts unique identifier, returns a list
def extract(name):
    name = name.split(‘ ‘,1)
    unique = name[0].split(‘.’, 1)
    return unique[1]

#determines if each ID is paired
#takes a list returns True or False and the lists
def ispaired(ids):
    one, two = list(), list()
    for item in ids:
        item = item.split(‘.’)
        if item[1] == ‘1’:
            one.append(item[0])
        elif item[1] == ‘2’:
            two.append(item[0])
        else:
            return ‘Unknown Error’
    if set(one) == set(two):
        return True, one, two
    else:
        return False, one, two

‘‘‘End functions going into your script’’’

‘’’Here is where knowing exactly what you want your script to do is VERY 
important. You should ‘sketch up’ how you want your program to work before 
writing it, otherwise you’re going to be rewriting code’’’

‘’’Let’s begin using argparse. Underneath where you import your packages 
put the following’’’

#command line arguments
#this sets up our argument parser
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description=”Objective: Learn about 
argparse and fasta manipulation script”)

#parse out the input args
args = parser.parse_args()

‘’’Now let’s execute the script with a special option’’’

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py --help
usage: fasta_parser.py [-h]

https://docs.python.org/2/howto/argparse.html
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Objective: Learn about argparse and fasta manipulation script

optional arguments:
  -h, --help  show this help message and exit

‘’’You can see that using ‘--help’ or ‘-h’ for short will provide you with 
information that we put into the description as well as usage.’’’ 

‘‘‘Now let’s try and pass the fasta file to our script like before.’’’

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py sra_data.fasta 
usage: fasta_parser.py [-h]
fasta_parser.py: error: unrecognized arguments: sra_data.fasta

‘’’AWESOME! It does not work. This is a good thing though. Using argparse, 
you are unable to pass arguments to your script without them being defined. 
This is helpful if there are multiple inputs and options and the user does 
something wrong with the script.’’’

‘‘‘Lets make it work.’’’

‘‘‘Add the following underneath your parser object’’’

parser.add_argument(“Input”, help=”Fasta file to be passed to the script”)

‘‘‘Add the following underneath your args object’’’

print(args)

‘‘‘Now lets execute this on the command line’’’

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py sra_data.fasta 
Namespace(Input=’sra_data.fasta’)

‘‘‘Cool! Now at least we can see that our script is being passed our fasta 
file. Although it’s not in a list like it was in sys.argv before, we still 
parse it out.’’’

‘‘‘Underneath your args object delete the print statement. Add the 
following’’’

#parse individual command line arguments
fastaIn = args.Input

print(fastaIn)
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‘‘‘Now let’s run that.’’’

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py sra_data.fasta
sra_data.fasta

‘‘‘Perfect! Now we have our fasta file ready to go! Let’s fix our script to 
now take in this new argument.’’’

‘‘‘Delete the print(fastaIn) statement’’’

‘‘‘Delete the comment blocks from the portion we commented out above. Now 
replace ‘fasta_file’ with ‘fastaIn’, shown below’’’

with open(fastaIn, ‘r’) as myFasta:
    for name, seq in read_fasta(myFasta):
        print(name)

‘‘‘Your script should now look like this:’’’

‘‘‘Begin Python Script’’’
#my python script

import sys
import argparse

#command line arguments
#this sets up our argument parser
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description=”Objective: Learn about 
argparse and fasta manipulation script”)

parser.add_argument(“Input”, help=”Fasta file to be passed to the script”)

#parse out the input args
args = parser.parse_args()

#parse individual command line arguments
fastaIn = args.Input

def read_fasta(arg):
    name, seq = None, []
    for line in arg:
        line = line.rstrip()
        if line.startswith(‘>’):
            line = line.split(‘>’)
            line = line[1]
            if name: yield(name, ‘’.join(seq))
            name, seq = line, []
        else:
            seq.append(line)
    if name: yield(name,’’.join(seq))
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#extracts unique identifier, returns a list
def extract(name):
    name = name.split(‘ ‘,1)
    unique = name[0].split(‘.’, 1)
    return unique[1]

#determines if each ID is paired, takes a list returns True or False and 
the lists
def ispaired(ids):
    one, two = list(), list()
    for item in ids:
        item = item.split(‘.’)
        if item[1] == ‘1’:
            one.append(item[0])
        elif item[1] == ‘2’:
            two.append(item[0])
        else:
            return ‘Unknown Error’
    if set(one) == set(two):
        return True, one, two
    else:
        return False, one, two

#inside of the open you will put the filename of the fasta file
with open(fastaIn, ‘r’) as myFasta:
    for name, seq in read_fasta(myFasta):
        print(name)

‘‘‘End python script’’’

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py sra_data.fasta

‘‘‘Congrats, you properly used argparse! If that worked, you will once 
again see a stream of fasta file sequence names go flying by. Lets stop 
doing that because it’s annoying’’’

‘‘‘Now we have to create some new arguments for our parser. One great 
feature is that you can do mutually exclusive arguments’’’

‘‘‘Add the following to your python script underneath your Input argument, 
before you parse the arguments’’’

#mutually exclusive input group for AnnoPipeline
counts = parser.add_mutually_exclusive_group()
counts.add_argument(“-a”, “--all_sequences”, help=”Use this option to get 
the number of sequences in the file.”, action=”store_true”)
counts.add_argument(“-p”, “--paired_sequences”, help=”Use this option to 
get the number of paired sequences.”, action=”store_true”)
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‘‘‘Now let’s run this on the command line with the help option’’’

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py --help
usage: fasta_parser.py [-h] [-a | -p] Input

Objective: Learn about argparse and fasta manipulation script

positional arguments:
  Input                 Fasta file to be passed to the script

optional arguments:
  -h, --help            show this help message and exit
  -a, --all_sequences   Use this option to get the number of sequences in   
        the file.
  -p, --paired_sequences
                        Use this option to get the number of paired    
        sequences.

‘‘‘You can see in the usage section that we now have [-a | -p], the pipe 
in the middle means pick one or the other. You can try and do both and see 
what happens.’’’

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py -a -p
usage: fasta_parser.py [-h] [-a | -p] Input
fasta_parser.py: error: argument -p/--paired_sequences: not allowed with 
argument -a/--all_sequences

‘‘‘Needless to say I love the argparse package...’’’

‘‘‘Lets add some other optional arguments that aren’t going to be mutually 
exclusive’’’

‘‘‘Underneath your mutually exclusive group of arguments add the 
following’’’

#other optional arguments
parser.add_argument(“-m”, “--mean_length”, help=”Use this option to get 
the mean read length.”, action=”store_true”)
parser.add_argument(“-t”, ‘--is_paired’, help=”Use this option to 
determine if all reads are paired.”, action=”store_true”)

‘‘‘You will notice in the code it says ‘action=”store_true”’, this is 
telling the script that if this option is chosen, what to do. So when put 
into subsequent code if you type ‘if args.mean_length:’ it is equivalent 
to saying ‘if True:’’’’

‘‘‘Before we go on lets change our script to be able to utilize these 
options. Rather than walk you through changing everything copy and 
paste the following updated python code beneath your functions (delete 
everything else that is currently there)’’’
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‘‘‘Begin Python Code’’’
#inside of the open you will put the filename of the fasta file
ids = list()
length = 0
reads = 0
with open(fastaIn, ‘r’) as myFasta:
    for name, seq in read_fasta(myFasta):
        ids.append(extract(name))
        reads += 1
        length += len(seq)

logic, one, two = ispaired(ids)

#number of total reads in fasta
if args.all_sequences:
    print(“Number of sequences: %s” % (reads))

#mean read length
if args.mean_length:
    print(“Mean read length: %f” % (length/float(reads)))

if args.paired_sequences:
    print(“Number of paired sequences: %s” % (len(one)))

#check if the sequences are paired
if args.is_paired:
    print(“Reads paired? %s” % (logic))

print(“Complete.”)

‘‘‘Now we can check our options again on the command line.’’’

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py -h
usage: fasta_parser.py [-h] [-a | -p] [-m] [-t] Input

Objective: Learn about argparse and fasta manipulation script

positional arguments:
  Input                 Fasta file to be passed to the script

optional arguments:
  -h, --help            show this help message and exit
  -a, --all_sequences   Use this option to get the number of sequences in   
     the file.
  -p, --paired_sequences
                        Use this option to get the number of paired    
     sequences.
  -m, --mean_length     Use this option to get the mean read length.
  -t, --is_paired       Use this option to determine if all reads are   
     paired.
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‘’’Now lets run the script with some options chosen’’’

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py sra_data.fasta -m -a -t
Number of sequences: 3049634
Mean read length: 101.000000
Reads paired? True
Complete.

‘’’Lets capture the standard output without writing to a file in python’’’

ryan$ python fasta_parser.py sra_data.fasta -m -a -t > test_out.txt

‘’’You now have a file called test_out.txt that countains your numbers’’’

 This is a very useful tool to add to your python toolkit. I hope that it proves useful to 
you in your research. Happy scripting!


